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Are offshore wind farms harming whales?
WHOI whale biologist Mark Baumgartner weighs in

Thallium toxicity is on the rise in the Baltic Sea
New WHOI-led study ties human activity to increases in the metal, which is toxic to marine mammals

Celebrating the Ocean Twilight Zone Project
A look back on 6 years of mid-ocean research, funded by The Audacious Project

"Papa Flash" throwback
Harold "Doc" Edgerton revolutionized underwater imaging with Jacques Cousteau at WHOI

Batter up!
Rep Team Ocean with our WHOI-branded baseball caps—all proceeds support ocean science

WHOI IN THE NEWS

POPULAR MECHANICS
5 hydrothermal vents have appeared in the dark heart of the ocean

ECO MAGAZINE
Human activity is causing toxic thallium to enter the Baltic Sea

EARTH
Oceanic intrusions move tiny sea life to the deep layers

NEWSCENTER MAINE
State of Maine vessel departs from Castine's pier for its last voyage

Where are WHOI Ships Now?
START TRACKING ➔

Follow #WHOI